Linker histones (H1s) are a primary component of metazoan chromatin, fulfilling numerous 21 functions, both in vitro and in vivo, including stabilizing wrapping of DNA around the 22 nucleosome, promoting folding and assembly of higher order chromatin structures influencing 23 nucleosome spacing on DNA and regulating specific gene expression. However, many molecular 24 details of how H1 binds to nucleosomes and recognizes unique structural features on the 25 nucleosome surface remain undefined. Numerous, confounding studies are complicated not only 26 by experimental limitations, but the use of different linker histone isoforms and nucleosome 27 constructions. This review summarizes the decades of research that has resulted in several 28 models of H1 association with nucleosomes, with a focus on recent advances that suggest 29 multiple modes of H1 interaction in chromatin, and highlighting remaining questions. 30 31 Keywords: nucleosome, linker histone, DNA 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 Page 2 of 26 https://mc06.manuscriptcentral.com/bcb-pubs Biochemistry and Cell Biology C-terminal domain of metazoans and lacks a globular region (Hayashi et al. 1987; Wu et al. 62
Linker histone family 40 Linker histones (H1s) are present with an abundance of about 1 per nucleosome in vivo (van D r a f t D r a f t 5 1993) to the tertiary structure of GH1 derived from NMR (Cerf et al. 1993; Cerf et al. 1994 ) 85 demonstrates a remarkably similar 3D structure of the linker histone globular domains, albeit 86 with slight differences in electrostatic potentials, which may relate to differences in function. 87 Both globular domain structures contain a characteristic DNA-binding, winged-helix fold, 88 similar to that found in several families of sequence-specific DNA binding transcription factors 89 (Ramakrishnan et al. 1993) , as well as two additional surfaces accessible for DNA binding, 90 The H1 NTD contains two unique regions, a proline and alanine rich subdomain and a 91 shorter highly basic region near the globular domain (Bohm and Mitchell 1985) . Peptides 92 derived from the NTD are unstructured in aqueous solutions but have the propensity to form α-93 helical structure in trifluoroethanol or in the presence of short DNA fragments (Vila et al. 2001 ).
94
H1 peptides lacking the NTD are as effective as full-length H1 in inducing higher-order 95 chromatin structure in vitro, but are less effective at conferring protection of 168 bp DNA from 96 MNase digestion (Allan et al. 1986 ). It is also worth noting that H1 NTD alterations and 97 deletions result in changes in binding affinities both in vitro and in vivo (Hendzel et al. 2004 ; 98 Vyas and Brown 2012). These observations suggest that although H1 NTD is not necessary for 99 chromatin condensation, it may serve as an anchor for proper H1 positioning in such a way that 100 seals off DNA entering and exiting the nucleosome.
D r a f t 6 stabilizing solvents (Clark et al. 1988 ; Roque et al. 2005 ; Vila et al. 2001 ). Recent work 108 employing FRET showed the H1 CTD undergoes a transition from a random coil conformation 109 to a much more condensed structure upon H1 binding to nucleosomes, consistent with adoption 110 of a defined fold or ensemble of folds (Caterino et al. 2011; Fang et al. 2012 ). Moreover, the 111 CTD is required for high-affinity binding of H1 to nucleosomes in vitro and in vivo ( digestion product larger than a nucleosome core particle, termed the chromatosome, which 154 contains DNA fragments of ~168 bp, the four core histones and linker histone (Simpson 1978) . 155 This early work indicated that H1 protects an additional 20 bp of DNA from nuclease digestion 156 compared to nucleosome core particles, that is, on average, symmetrically disposed to either side Crane- Robinson 1988 ). However, a complicating factor in these studies was the use of 166 dinucleosomes, so as to better preserve stoichiometric H1 binding, but it was unclear whether 167 juxtaposed nucleosomes might contribute to the observed pattern of protection. Additional 168 evidence for H1 protection at the dyad was provided by studies employing UV-dependent 169 thymidine dimer production, which showed a clear effect of H1 occupancy on DNA at the 170 nucleosome dyad in native chromatin (Pehrson 1989 ).
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In the following decades, many attempts to better characterize H1-nucleosome can interact with several sites on the nucleosome (Table 1) GH5 and Drosophila GH1 binding to nucleosomes and arrays (see above), and H1.4 interactions 308 in fibers further suggest that different subtypes could interact in distinct ways that affect linker 309 DNA trajectories and influence overall chromatin architecture, though additional work to 310 validate these structural studies is necessary. These studies also do not provide information on 311 the location of the CTD, its interaction, or insights into how it facilitates higher order chromatin 312 organization. 
